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Poetry Unit. CATEGORY 4. 3. 2. 1. 0. Grammar,. Usage,. Mechanics, and. Spelling. There are few or no errors in mechanics, usage, grammar, or spelling.
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He held me there and kissed my hand,. And the child shivered with delight. In all the years that I had loved him,. We understood no need to speak. The child
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Spanish II Travel & Geography Activity 13. 6/23/08 2:33 PM Line2: two adjectives - describe & agree the adjectives with the noun in line 1. Title of Poem.
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The poems in this book may be used free for any personal or use of these poems, please contact the author at . Happy Mother's Day to those whose children.
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The poems in this book may be used free for any personal or non-commercial purpose. For commercial use of these poems, please contact the author at.
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An acrostic poem can describe the subject or even tell a brief story about it. Your poem should Use adjectives and phrases that describe the word. Here is an.